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Diophantlne analysis, while an old subject, is a collec­
tion of special problems. The methods used are very varied 
and those used to solve one problem will not usually solve a 
second one. It is possible that this condition exists be­
cause Diophantlne analysis is usually considered as number 
theory. While some problems are problems in number theory, 
a large body of material may be developed by algebraic methods. 
In this thesis the methods of algebra are exploited.
The material of this thesis divides itself into chapters 
naturally, according to the degree of the equations. Con­
sidered in order are quadratics, cubics, quartics, and equa­
tions of degree n. All equations considered are homogeneous 
polynomials except a few of degree n. All except two equa­
tions are generalized to equations of degree n. The solu­
tions are given in terms of arbitrary parameters and are 
Integral for an integral choice of the parameters.
An important concept of this thesis is the introduction 
of equivalent solutions (due to Professor W. V. Parker). 
Consider the Diophantlne equation 
U) f(x, ,...,xf) = g(y, ,...»y$)> ®
where f and g are homogeneous polynomials with integral co­
efficients , of degrees m and n respectively. If xt = ^  ,
yy * fiy is a solution of (1) and there are no integers s > 1,(5*5)
o('» fa such that r <• s* , /$/ - ft'- bm where } , /a are 
relatively prime positive integers such that > m * n, then
iv
X< = , y i s  defined to be a primitive solution of (1).
If x 4 = <  , yy = f t is a primitive solution of (1), then
xt =. t* , yy ■= fc , where t is a non-zero integer, is also
a solution which is said to be derived from this primitive
(V ) f •
solution. Two solutions are defined to be equivalent if they 
may be derived from the same primitive solution.
Eaoh solution obtained is shown, within certain limits, 
to be general. For a given solution of one of the equations 
considered, the parameters are chosen in such a way that a 
solution, equivalent to the given one, is obtained, provided 
the given solution is not also a solution of a certain equa­
tion. Usually, if the original equation is of degree n, 




Diophantine analysis treats the®problem (g>f finding ra­
tional numbers or integers which satisfy the equation 
f(x,,...,Xf) ” O* ($)
Usually f is a polynomial with integral coefficients. Few
problems have been solved when f is not a polynomial. The
solutions are given in terms of arbitrary parameters*
This thesis will be concerned with finding, in terms of 
parameters, solutions which will be integral for an integral 
choice of the parameters. The functions will be polynomi­
als except in several problems considered at the end.-of Chap-
ter V. _©
While Diophantine analysis is an old subject and has 
D)beeflfesStudied extensively, it remains for the most part a 
collection of special problems. It appears that this is due 
to the subject's being unfortunately linked with number theory 
rather than with algebra. It is true that some problems in 
Diophantine analysis are problems in number theory, but a 
large body of material may be developed by strictly algebraic 
methods. As an insight into the state of development of thtf1 
subject we quote from Carmichael: "When we pass to equations
1/ Robert D. Carmichael, Diophantine Analysis (New York:
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1916), p. 85.
of degree higher than the fourth we find but little effective 
progress has been made. Often it is a matter of great dlf-
1
floulty to determine whether a given solution is the general 
solution of a given equation* Indeed this is true# to a 
large extent, of equations of the third and fourth degrees.
Even here there are but few equations for which a general 
solution is known or for which it is known that no solution 
at all exists. As the degree of the equation increases, 
the generality of the known results decreases in a rapid 
ratio. Only the most special equations of degree higher 
than the fourth have been at all treated and for only a few 
of these is one able to answer the question naturally pro­
pounded as to the existence or generality of solutions. *
If x,-= <*,•, Yj = fa is a solution of the equation 
(1:1) f(x,,...,xf) = g(y, ,...,yj)
where f and g are homogeneous polynomials of degrees m and n, 
respectively, and there are no integers s > 1, , flj such
that oCi = e*, ft* ft' bm, where 1 , are relatively prime 
positive integers such that >m -  /u n, then xr- < > 7i s /V 
is defined to be a primitive solution of the equation. If 
x i = , y,- = /ft is a primitive solution of (1:1), then xt»*4t*,
Yj - /ft t*, where t is a non-zero integer, is also a solution, 
which is said to be derived from this primitive solution.
Two solutions are defined to be equivalent if they may be
yderived from the same primitive solution.
2
2/ This definition of equivalence of solution as well as 
it's subsequent application is due to Professor W. V. Parker.
_________ »  (fe________________ <&& ® _______________
A primitive solution of a Diophantine |guaj||||^has been 
defined as a set of relatively prime integers which satisfy
3
the equation. Under this definition some equations, for
<§> " " "
Z/ Robert D. Carmichael, oj>. cit., p. 2.
example, x H - yM = z3, have solutions but do not have primitive 
solutions. However, x = * ( - /3V) , y = /3 - /$*) ,
z s ( ^ -  /fi4)3 is a primitive solution of this equation 
according to the definition of this thesis. From a relative 
prime (primitive) solution other solutions may be obtained 
by multiplying each by a power of some constant. In this 
thesis, a primitive solution is obtained by dividing any 
solution by a power of some oonstant. It is believed that 
one procedure is as general as the other.
CHAPTER II 
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
A. Deaboves baa 8hown that, given a aolution of the 
__________________ ___________________________________
4/ Leonard E. Dickson, History of the Theory of Numbers 
(Washington: Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1320)/ 
vol. 2, p. 432.
the equation ^BLl^xi xi - 0, otiSr solutions may be determined. 
The method is shown in the first theorem.
Theorem 2:1. If x t- . <*t is a solution of the equation
(2:1 ) = 0 ,
then every solution, which is not also a solution of
(2:2) Ja .-y  Xy = 0,
is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
(2:3) 3CI * <  8 -
where
(2:4) s = Z  a.y Xt , t = 2 £  a* c
£i i  *»j’
and the are arbitrary integers.
Proof. If x, have the values given by (2:3), then (2:1) 
*  % -Abecomes 2st ZLatJ- \  = t Z **cj*i Xy > which is satisfied 
identically in the A  if s and t are given by (2:4).
Suppose now that = pc is a given solution of (2:1).
If we choose pc f then s = 0 and (2:3) becomes xfc = - fc t 
which is equivalent to the given solution provided t * 0; that 
is, provided xc*. pc is not also a solution of (2:2).
Desboves states that (2:3) gives all solutions of (2:1) 
if two equivalent solutions are regarded as the same solution. 
That this is not the case is seen from the proof of Theorem 2:1.
4
Various quadratic equations will now be solved without 
considering a particular solution. Each equation considered 
is suoh, however, that a particular solution may be noted by 
inspection.
Theorem 2:2. Every solution of the equation 
(2:5) £ * * * • * £ < * %
where all the a'e are different from zero and b* * 0, le 
equivalent to one of the solutions given by
x ■ s 2K <*.J £*<l**f - 5  «C <* . (J-l.
(2!6) „  a -Z 3 K 8Lc 9
where K is the least common multiple of the a*s, K;-= K/a, 
and the are arbitrary integers.
Proof. Write (2:5) in the form @
(2:7) £(b't* - a > *  ) = o.
If
(2:8) bj*z +> â Xj- = â  oCj t, (J — l,«.,n)
then (2:7) becomes ©
(2:9) 2zt = t* £  a! <  ,
which is satisfied identically in the if s > K 2  ^  ^  iw *
t « 2K ^ a £bt- «*; • Hence a solution of (2:5) is given by (2:6). 
Suppose now that x, = X, , z =f  is any solution of (2:5).
Then
(2:lo) z>: «/■'.
(2:11) ô*= K Xj + Kjbj f> , (J -1,.. ,n)
then (2:6) becomes ®
(2:12) z s p R, x̂  R, (j *l,..,n)
where R « 2K 2  b; (at + b i p ) . However if
(J - 1* • • #n)
6
(2:13) 4 . a K K fy  f
then (2:6) beoomes
(2:14) ^  * -^S, x j*  >iS, (J»l,..,n)
where S = 2K* 2  b«: (a; >c - P )•
6 1
Now if either R or S Is non-zero, then either (2:12) or 
(2:14) Is a solution of (2:5), each of which Is equivalent 
to the solution z « f> , Xj » >j* • (S)
It will now be shown that R and S are not both zero unless 
the solution is the trivial one = ^ = 0. If R =■ 0, then 
since K ̂  0, b; (at* +• p ) = 0, and hence
(2:15) ^  bff (a,- X; +- b; f ) = 0.
From (2:10), (2:15) becomes
(2:16) 2 a; >;(a + be p 0.
By adding (2:15) and (2:16) it follows that (at-*t* + bt-̂  ) - 0, 
and hence
(2:17) a j-^ + by f = 0,
Similarly, if S = 0,
(J - 1,••,n).
(2:18) a, ^  - by/> = <), (J ̂  1, * J$h).
Since all the a(s are different from zero, each >y must be 
zero in order that (2:17) and (2:18) be true simultaneously, 
and hence f  ~ 0# 0
If ©ach a; — 1, bj = 1, b* = 0 (i = 2,3,..,n), (2:5) re­
duces to the sum of n squares equal to a square. The solu- 
tion in this case is given by z a - 2  ** i
5/ Leonard E. Dickson, o£. clt., p.318*







y ■» 2 *
x4 + y %  t*
, x - *’ 
j z = 2 14 ̂  •
(2:21)
Catalan has pointed out that these formulas do not 
6/ Leonard E. Dickson, 0£. oit., p. 269.
give all solutions of (2:19), but that all relatively prime 
solutions are given by
t e m ^ n V p ^ q '  , x = m v- n*-- px+qv 
y a 2mn +* 2pq , z «• 2mp - 2nq.
If in (2:20) the choice <* = mv+ q'v, ft 3 mn + pq,
/ ■* mp - nq is made, then
t = (mvtqv)(mvt nv + p%+ qx), 
x = (mv + q*) (m*- nx- px+ qx), 
y = (m'+q'v) (2mn +• 2pq), 
z * (mN* qv) (2mp - 2nq),
which is equivalent to (2:21) provided mx+ qx4* 0. If 
ra =. q « 0, then (2:21) becomes t = nx+ px, x - - n^- px , 
y 3 z - 0, which is given by (2:20) with * - 0, ft » n, t - p. 
Hence in every case, for any solution given by (2:21), an 
equivalent solution is given by (2:20).
The solutions of the equation
(2:22) £  x* = 2 d £
may be determined by Theorem 2:2 by setting a* = b* = dj. After 
removing the common factor K from each expression in (2:6) 
(2:23) z = Z  = 2 Z - £  d- n* , (J ̂  1,.. ,n)
follows as a solution of (2:22). Since (2:23) satisfies (2:22) 
identically in the , it is not neoessary to assume that dj 
be a square or that it be positive. It may be shown as above, 
that (2:23) gives a solution equivalent t(̂ any existing 
solutiSb of (2:22).
Theorem 2:3. The equation 
(2:24) + b ^  )(0{Xi + ) = 0,
has solutions and every solution which is not also a solution 
of
(2:25) £ a>Ci (Kxt + b£K£y£ ) = 0,
£
where K is the least common multiple of the a^, = K/a^, is
equivalent to one of the solutions given by 
(2:26) x> •* ô t - b; Kt* ft; e 9 yt- Ks
where
(2:27) b * £  a,o, <  , t * K £ <  #(b;0{. - a,dt ),
and thousand are arbitrary integers.
Proof. Let atxc+.bi yi » a <*; t, yt-= fieKe. Then 
x( sc^t - tyK^^s. Substituting in (2:24) gives
t1 2  SLiC; 4; = stK 2  A  (b.*Oi- atdt)
©Which is identically satisfied in the and fl* if s and t are 
# given by (2:27). Hence (2:26) is a solution of (2:24).
Suppose , yt- = jllc is any given solution of (2:24).
If K Ai + btK; fJiPy' fie * jjl; , then
t * lS/4-(b/0t- atdt )(K At‘fb,Kt ̂ ) ,
s * * biK.^r
^  ̂  - K 1 (a( ©,•>; + b£ C; Tk;/u) *• K1 Jli b£ o,- + b* Oj */t* »
©§©> A t  Aaad sinoe 7, (a£ ©,->, + b£ c = - £  (a£ d,-l,.yu.- + b ^
A * G) *<§> 85 j£(-K*a;d£ X* /u; - ^bid;/*? tK*b4ot *./«« t â b* )
C K Z>(b.c4- - a ^  )(KXi+ b<KtyU.)
= t.
Hence x-■» X;Ks, y*- « /*,- Ks which is equlvalent^to the given 
solution if x t r Xt , yt */uj is not also a solution of (2:25)*
It will be noted that this also solves the equation
u (*)
^  (a4-xt-+ bt* y) (ct-xt-+ d; y) = 0, of which (2:5) is a special 
case. In this oase lethal in (2:26).
Likewise the general homogeneous quadratic equation may 
be solved if it contains either t w  or three terms which arei ...
quadratic in two unknowns, and which are factorable into the 
product of two linear factors with integral coefficients.
This is shown in the next theorem.
Theorem 2:4. The equation
X  X  H(2:28) (ay -t- bz)(cy + dz) = y a{X; t z £  b, x,- + ^  c.y xtx4-, 
where a and b are not both zero, and o and d are not both 
zero, has solutions, and every solution which Is not a solu­
tion of @  @
(2:29) (be - ad) (ay + bz) + ^  (ab; - ba, )x,, * 0,
is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
X* ^
y a -d«<' + o( + b 2  0(j t̂ 0<j',
(2:30) z a c o<’v- * 5  a „• *t- - a
xfca^fc[(bc - ad)«t4- 2  (ab4- - bat- )«<;] , (k»l,..fn),
(g;where <x , ©(j are arbitrary integers.
Proof. Let
(2:31) ay + bz -=<*t, x^ = <**t,
then (2:28) becomes
10
(2:32) <*t (oy+ dz) s ytj^a;*; + zt^bk o(; +• t* c.y .
The combination of (2:31) and (2:32) gives 
[(be - ad)* + (ab; - ba;) *:] ty = [-d + * lib; *«: + b *.•*/] t\
[(be - ad)* + ^(abi- ba;)<]tz s [ o * 1- *j£a4*t‘- a^o.^^t' 
whioh are satisfied identically in the «’« if
y s -dot* + * ^  b; «<* + b^Jo*y <• «V $
z * o w*(f) * 21 a;*; - a|cv/< «(,• , 
t =* (be - ad)*+ 23 (abj- ba;) *; .
Hence (2:30) is a solution of (2:28).
Suppose now that y r̂ > , z=<r, x ^ s > feis any solution 
of (2:28). If in (2:30), * * af + b <r, ** = **, then 
y = f> P, z--<rP, xk = where
P = (be - ad)(af + b <r ) + tl (ab; - ba;) 
which is equivalent to the given solution provided P + 0; that 
is, provided y*f , z •» <r , x^a^is not a solution of (2:29). 
Interchanging a with c, b with d in (2:30) gives 
y - -b *v+ * £b;«; + d c cj *; °V ,
(2:33) z - a** - * 23 a4- - c £io,■/<*<*,’ ,
x 4î
x^s ** [(ad - be)* + ZI (cbt- dat-) *;], (k=l,..,n), 
a solution equivalent to any existing solution which does 
not satisfy
(2:34) (ad ifetoc)«Gfc£J* dz) t  (cbj- da; )Xi- 0.
A solution of the sum of m squares equal to the sum of n
squares may be obtained by Theorem 2:4 or by Theorem 2:2 after
a transformation of the equation. The equation
(2:35) £x* = jby/ m * n,
T  i
may be written in the form
11
i “ y, )<*i ♦ y,)« y,- •• 2 1  x* 9i*x tri
which is a special case of Theorem 2:4. However, letting 
yyc «s't (J s 1, • • ,n), (2:35) be come s 
(2:36) = 2 * , V
where */= 0 for J > n. Then (2:36) is a special case of 
Theorem 2:2, and may be solved for x, ,xa,«••,xm,t in terms 
of m pariWeters. It will be noted that the first method 
gives the solution in terms of m t n -  1, while the second 
method gives the solution in terms of m + n parameters.
A combination of Theorem 2:1 and Theorem 2:4 may be 
used to obtain a solution equivalent to any solution of (2:28). 
For example, consider the equation
(2:37) 2x<--t* 3xy +- y%- xz - yz +• yw - 2zw = 0,
which may be written in the form
(x y) (2x +- y) s xz f yz - yw t 2zw.
From (2:30) and (2:33) the two solutions 
x = -px+ pq - pr ± 2qr,
(2:38) y a 2p - pq - 2-qr,(e)
z - pq - qr,
w * pr - r',
and®
(2:39)
x - p V  pq - pr -h 2qr, 
y = p*- pq - 4qr, 
z = -pq -h q'- 2qr, 
w = -pr +- qr - 2r*,
are obtained.
Any solution which does not satisfy
(2:40) x + y - w = 0
is equivalent to one given by (2:38), and any solution wjĵ oh 
does not satisfy
(2:41) 2x f  y - z + 2w = 0
is equivalent to one given by (2:39).
Now (2:37), (2:40), and (2:41) have the common solutions 
(1, -1, 1, 0) and (-7, 10, 2, 3). (2, -2, -1, -1) is a
particular solution of (2:37) obtained from (2:38) by 
choosing p = 0, q = r - 1. From this particular solution 
Theorem 2:1 gives the solution
x * 4 *(S 1- 2/J% - 4wtf - 2pi *f 2 -  4 * ,
y - -4otn'-(̂  - 4/3% 2<xi - 2 ^ t 4 ^ ,
z := -2 tf1"- 3 * P - ^ - 2  - p i  -  2 1 %- p S + 2 * 2  
w - -2 <*’ - 3 * /* - - 3 * £ , 3 ^ ®
Now (2:42) gives a solution equivalent to any existing 
one which is not a solution of 
(2:43) 3x +• 2y +■ 2z = 0.
But (2:37), (2:40), (2:41), and (2:43) have no solutions 
in common. Hence given any solution of (2:37) we may find 




Several methods have been given for solving the equation2 /
7/ Leonard E. Dickson, -op. clt., pp. 554 - 561. Robert D. 
Carmichael, o£. clt., pp. 62 - 66.
x3 + y3= u3 + v 9. Here a more general equation is solved, of 
which this is a special case. This is given in the following 
theorem. ®
8/Theorem 3:1. The equation
__ ____  __ __  ■ __
3/ W. V. Parker and A. A. Aucoin, "Solution of a Cubic 
Blophantlne Equation," Tohoku Mathematical Journal, 45, 324-328, part 2, March, 1939.
(5:1) (ax + by)(mx’*> nxy pyx) = (cu +■ dv)(mux + nuv -+- pv')
has solutions and every solution which is not also a solution
Of •
(3:2) (mx*t nxy ■* pyv )* {(j[bc - ad)mx +• (ben - acp - bdm)y]u
cu*-dv +C(bdm - adn + acp)x +*(bc - ad)py]v}=0
is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
x - (^+ n + mp/3*)(d* + dn ft - cp p )] ,
ys^L(<<*+ + nip/s*) (c* + dm £ ) - a tffJ,
u s  (b<* + ap p )?' - d (*4 + n* / + mp f t  ,
v = (mb /3 - a<* - an /3 )tf3 -t- c(**+ n*/» +• mp p*)% ,
where * , A , Y are arbitrary integers.
®Proof. Write (3:1) in the form
(3:3)
(3:4) ax 4- by . mu*-h nuv + pv*
cu dv "" mx* *♦- nxy + py* #






tfu = « x - p py, I V :  m^JC + (* + )y,
ax + by a mu* + nuv + ov* _ n + mn/3*ou +■ dv mx’ 4- nxy + py* " i'1'
may be written in place of (3:4). If cu +• dv = S , from (3::5) 
and (3:8) it follows that
(c om- dm ̂  )x + [d(©< + n ft ) - cp /3 J y = 1 S ,
a<V  b t >  <«% n ^ n ^ ) S
(3:7)
Let
©  5 * ̂
c * + dm /5 d (* 4- n /3 ) - op^
a K v b*"
and solve (3:7) for x and y. With these values, u and v 
may be determined from (3:5), and it is seen that (3:3) is 
a solution of (3:1).
If (x, ,y, ) is any solution of ax +• b y -0 or mxVnxy + py*= q 
and (u, ,v, ) is any solution of cu + dv « 0 or mu*4- nuv * pv*=: o, 
then (x, ,y, ,u, ,v, ) is a trivial solution of (3:1). Such 
solutions will not be considered.
Suppose that x = A , y = ̂  , u - p , v - <r is any non­
trivial solution of (3:1). Choose <* = m >/° +■ n /<• f + p/u.<r*, 
f> = > r - = m Aw + n + p , then
n ^  + mp « (m n A/x * p/**) (m /»*> n ̂  ̂  +- p O
a (m l/u. + p/u*)* fait- b/*~l
L o f> + d<rj>
so that when these values are substituted in (3:3) it follows 
that x * A K, yr^uK, u = y°K, v - ^ K ,  where K is the left hand 
member of (3:2) with x, y, u , v replaced by > , p- , f  , <r . 
Hence every solution of (3:1) which does not satisfy (3:2) is 
equivalent to a solution given by (3:3).
15The following observation Is made concerning the solution*
I t a non-trivial solution does satisfy (3:2), theni /
9/ Sinoe the solution is non-trivial, mx* + nxy + py*+ 0*
(3:8) u = S[(adn - aop - bdm)x - (bo - ad)py], 
v a fiT[(be - ad)mx ■+• (bon - aop - bdmJgO*
If the values from ( ® 8) are substituted in (3:1), then 
(3:9) (ax+ by) (mxN-nxy + pyv) - MS*(ax + by) OnxVnxy +-py%) 
!̂ here
v adn - aop - bdm (ad - bc)pM = (c^p «*■ d m - edn)
(bo - ad)m bon - acp - bdm
Any values (x, y) will satisfy (3:9) if MSa= 1 and no 
value if M S %  1* Therefore, in addition to the values given 
by (3:3), (3:1) is satisfied by all integral solutions of 
>[M u = (adm - aop - bdm)x - (be - ad)py,
J7T v =. (bo - ad)mx (bon - acp - bdm)y, 
if (3:10) has any Integral solutions.
WFor the equation x*+ y1* u*+ v*, a = b = o = d  = m 3 p = -n-l 
and (3:3) becomes
x = V [/*-(« - 2 P )( 
y = it(* +/9 )( -  
u = («< +/S )13 - ( o + )*
v = ( «t> -1/3♦ fr - (<* - 2 »5 .
(3:10)
By the use of a multiplicative domain, Carmichael’12/
10/ Robert D. Carmichael, ojd. clt., p. 62, formulas (4) and (5).
obtains a solution of the equation
(3:11) x V y V  z1- 3xyz - u'+v^w* - 3uvw.
He says, "This solution, so readily obtained, unfortunately 
lacks generality." By a seoond method he gets expressions 
for x, y, u, v in terms of arbitrary parameters a, b, z, w. 
These are not shown to give the general solution of (3:11).
A more general problem will now be solved which gives 
the general solution of (3:11) as a special case. Let 
f(x)«f(x, ,...,x*} be a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
three with integral coefficients. Suppose f(x) is such that 
for a set of integers a,,a2,...,a*, not all zero,
|i-=0, for x, » a, , (1,J= l,..,n).
If^x4̂« a; s + *jt, then
16
f (x) s sJf(a) + s"t + st* 21 aj fi + t3f( * ),
and since = 0, f (a) = =-0, and hence
f(x) = 8t* r  a, |s. +• t’ f( •<).
^  ‘ 11/Theorem 3:2, The equation
11/ W. V. Parker and A. A. Aucoin, "On Cubic Diophantine 
Equations," National Mathematics Magazine, 13:115 - 117, 
December, 1936.
(3:12) f (x)« g(y),
where g(y)= g(yi ,...,y*J is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree three with integral coefficients, has solutions and 
every solution which is not also a^olution of
(3:13) 2p*/U j= °>
is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
(3:14)
X; n 8LCB +*;t,
y,- =
where s and .t are given by
17(3:15) s * g(/S ) - tU), t = *
and the <x's and ft* are arbitral Integers.
Proof. If x and y have the values given by (3:14), 
then (3:12) becomes st” 2£ ^  [g( p ) - f ( * )] which is
Identically satisfied in the and p'* if s and t have the 
values given by (3:15).
Let x,*>;, y^n/z/be any given solution of (3:12). If m  
the choice *,• is made in (3:15), then since s =■ 0,
the solution becomes x- = >;t, yy -/̂ ‘t which is equivalent to 
the given solution provided t # 0; that is, provided xts , *
yj »/iy does not satisfy (3:13).
Consider now equation (3:11). Here -|-t- r 
for x = y =r z = 1. Hence the solution is
x ~ ( ^ V ^ ’ - 3 ^ V  ) + ((X - /S / + (o< - t*)*3, 
y = ( x + y  + V3 - 3 A/u V ) t ( (0-o<J, t ( p  - v$̂ ®, 
z 5 U J ^ S^ 3 - 3 ^ V )  ( *. * )3 t (< - p )*,
u- SM***/^**- */3 - - /ft*),-
V a 3 - o - <<* - 0 * ),
w * 3 V ( A  cap - ** - p* )f (§)
Now (3:16) gives a solution equivalent to any solution 
of (3:11) if it does not satisfy 
^>(3:17) xN-y + z>- xy - xz - yz=0.
It is now shown that (3:17) has no solution other than 
x * y = z. Suppose x = * , y = /3 # z = * „ is any solution of (3:17). 
Then x = * - 1# y* /s - 1, z* V - 1 is also a solution.
Nov/ there is no loss of generality in supposing that one of 
the numbers, say <* , is positive. By continuing t^substract
(3:16)
one from the values of x, y, z a solution Is obtained In which
x = 0 and y and z must be a solution of y*- yz + z%= 0. But
this equation has no solutions o^her than y = z»0. Hence
x«y^z-<xis the only solution of (3:17). In has been
shown, Incidentally, that all the solutions of the equation
x*r ya+ z3- 3xyz = 0 except the trivial one x ■= y - z are
12/solutions of x+ y+z -0.  These may be obtained from (3:16)
12/ Leonard E. Dickson, 0£. cit., p. 590.
by setting ^ = y- - V  = o. Or it is seen by inspection that 




One function f which satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 3:2 is the product of three linear factors in three 
unknowns# The next consideration will be an equation in 
which the left hand member is the product of four linear 
factors in three unknowns.
Theorem 4:1. The equation
(4:1) |.| = sM,
At 3
where g(y) a g(y, , ...,y-p) is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree n, n ^  O(mod 4), has solutions and every solution for 
which the members of (4:1) do not vanish is equivalent to 
either a solution given by
X; =. A*"' s*if" [t(«, A(J- +*,A)tj) + s <** A}j  ], 
y* * A**
or a solution given by
X-' = A*'1 s-tf" ^t(«, A,y + *aA., ) + s ^  Aj • ] ,
(4:3) y* = a st ,
according aa n = 2m + 1 or n^4m+2, where A (+0) Is the
3determinant of the forms ^ a t J-Xj (1 = 1,2,3) and AtJ- is the 
cofactor of in A, s and t are given by
3s = a*y (*| A
(4:4) * ; 1t * Ag( fi ) - av A,,;,
the *l3 and jg's being arbitrary integers*
Proof. Let
(4:5) p ty ,- Xj * A11 •<, , | X y  » A*«; s~t"‘H (1* 1,2).
19
The solution of this system of equations Is
(4:6) x ■ = A1'"' s~tm [t(«, A,y + <<, + •  4, A ]
80
and hence 
(4:7) xj * A* fl~ 0  a"l> ̂  A'i  ̂t‘ flo(a &*y Av ]
The theorem now divides Itself Into two cases* First
let n - 2m 4-1. If
(4:8) y* « A* s* t f a 9
then from (4:5), (4::7), and (4:8), (4:1) becomes
(4:9) A &* t ©(jlAîjlt ^  a^ (<<, A,y t ^ A ) +■ s •<* 2  a*j A,y]
© A ^ W g l  /* ),
which la Identically satisfied In the *'» and /3'* If s and t 
are given by (4:4).
Second, let n*4m-*-2. If 
(4:10) y*» AUBt/3g ,
then (4:1) becomes (4:9) and hence as before s and t are given
by (4:4)* 0  ©
Suppose now that x̂  = ly , y^.^ls any solution of (4:l)» 
Choose o<i = at* 1* , fa *^  , and then ®
B * [ f  £> \ (a*« a'* A'< + a«l a**A** >
e;  ̂3  ̂ ^  acj Aj] 2  a3fc ^a*t A.,8
5 [IT f  at,* ] fA ^] a*ft ^  a** A**̂
= ^  a*j V-I { ^  (Aa** • aik Zj a«< AJ£ ) #
and hence 
s - t: ^  (a«< a/fc A,«+ a,4aa*Aa< * a,*a**'
"fr afj ] tA ?  a^k* A 2 a¥fcJ^^* j * *
i„ ) - A ^ * V fc
- 0,
and s — t • Therefore
Xyr t <-Ai;-
,  a 21
= t a in A*y }i/g
= t A X*.
In the first case y* * A* t Hfa and in the second case 
yfc s A t*/d* and so in either case a solution is obtained that 
is equivalent to any solution.
It is evident that this could be extended to 2n factors 
in 2n «* 1 variables with the proper restrictions on g(y).
A special case of (4:1) is
(x+ y + z.)(-x* y+ z)(x - y+ z)(x ♦ y - 4AX, ®
which is the formula for expressing the area A of a triangle
in terms of its sides x, y, z. It is often reduced by a 
13/linear transformation to
13/ Robert D. Carnichael, o£. clt., p. 9.
uvw(u+ v + w) = tx 
and then solved.
CHAPTER V
EQUATIONS OF DECREE N
The theorems of Chapter II as well as Theorem 3:2 will 
now be generalized.
Suppose f(x)^ f (x, ,... ,Xj») is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree n, with integral coefficients, and such that for
s at , a; integral and not all zero, all its partial
derivatives of all orders less than n - 1 vanish. If14/
xt- = a,s + <*it, then by Taylor's theorem 3
14/ By Euler*s theorem f(a) * 2  a* ft* = 0# It is alsoassumed that f is such that for this choice of values, x,» at-,
f  4  0.
f (x) « st7*" £  â SSy t^t17 f( * ). 
Theorem 5:1. The equation
15/ This theorem is contained in a paper by A. A. Aucoin, 
accepted for publication by the Bulletin of the American 
Mathematical Society. The theorem generalizes Theorems 
2;1 and 3:2.
(5:1) f(x) = g(y),
where g(y) = g(y, ,...,y|) is a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree m, has solutions, and every solution which is not also 
a solution of 
(5:2) =
is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
(5:3) 
where >
Xt* as. â ’ St f oi| t ,
y* = f t  t A ,
9//u are relatively prime positive integers suoh that
22
23A n * ju m# <• » fa& re arbitrary integers, and 
sc g( 6 ) - f( « ),«. p.,4.
Proof, If in (5:1), x,-, y* have the values given 
by (5:3), then
st"*-' + t**f( O  = tVH/Ug(/d ),
which is satisfied identically in the *'s and p's when s and t 
are given by (5:4), Hence (5:3) affords a solution of (5:1)• 
Suppose x i s & $ is any solution of (5:1). If
’ Q
f ;  , » B = 0 and (5:?.) becomes y*= t-**,
which is equivalent to the given solution provided x,-» f t ,
is not also a solution of (5:2). It will be noted (&) 
that g may be identically zero.
Corollary. The equation
f(x) = |] Xjgjty) -I- g(y),
where g, (y) = g3(y, ,...,y?) and g(y) « g(y, ,...,yj) are 
homogeneous polynomials with integral coefficients of degrees 
n - 1 and n respectively, has solutions, and every solutior^ 
which is not also a solution of
jpa/Ef»; - gj (y)] = o
is equivalent to one of the solutions $.ven by xt * at- s + *„t, 
yk . /S* t, where s * g( y8 ) - f ( « ) +• g, ( t * 2  - Bj( /*)] •
Theorem 5:2. The equation
(5:5) f(x) 2d. x. =R(y),
T  ©  d # Dwhere f satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5:1 and R(y) = 
R(y#»«*»*yj) is a homogeneous polynomial with integral coef­
ficients, of degree n - 1, has soltftions and eve^y solution
24which is not also a solution of
(5:6) f(x)pa, ;*. [ / a  y||y £  dypy - f(x) ̂  d, ayJ = 0 
is equivalent to one of the solutions given by




s = a "'1 [ M ad - b c )] [dx* - b r ^ ) ]  ,
(5:8) t S a"" [>(AD - BC)]” 1 [AR(/* ) - c A1],
/8*» a ' b(AD - BC).]/**,
where A = 2  a;'t*y » B * f (* )* C * df-ay, D » lj <V , «</, A ,
fxt being arbitrary integers.
Proof. Let xt-, y* have the values given by (5:7).
Then (5:5) becomes
(Ast”'1 + Bt")(Ca + Dt) = t"'1 R(/0 ),
16/which becomes, after dividing out the factor t ,
16/ It will be shown later that t + 0.
(5:9) (As 1- Bt) (Cs + Dt) » R( fi ). 17/
By Theorem 5:1 the solution of (5:9) is given by (5:8).
17/ It will be shown later that (5:9) satisfies the hypoth­
esis of Theorem 5:1.
Suppose xt = ft , yt= ^  is any given solution of (5:5). 
Then if f K- , /jl̂ z <r* , \ r f ( f  ), s = 0 and the solution 
becomes x, r f c ic"’*, y/t 5 ̂  where K = A M A D  - BC), which is 
proportional to the given solution prov^ed K 4 0; that is, 
provided , y* * is not a solution of (5:6). It will
be noted that if K45 0, then t + 0.
One<gfeinction of interest which satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 5:1 is the function D(x) » ja.yx^j , a determinant 
of order n with at1* integral such tfat not all the a*s in any 
row or column are zero. If there is any element, say x*,, 
whioh is distinct from all others, we may select = 1 and 
X(f - 0 otherwise. For this choioe all partial derivatives 
of all orders less than n - 1 vanish. It is interesting to ®
note that in the solution, the form of the expression for all 
the x*s is the same except for x**# This is illustrated by
25
ii® 3y z (9
u 7v 3w p nD = a T ,q u 3x z
0 2w 5z 0
the solution of which Is x : d t"1, y = /S t", z * i  t" # u * > t*#
v » St"1" ‘ +•/* t* i w - V t* , p - f  t", q - <rt\ r - IT t *, where
s - i T ^ - D 1, t = A , D *  being D with x, y, z, u, v, w, p* q,
replaced by * , ^ 1 , /u. , V $ f  $ <T and
* 0 ^ 0  
A 7 3^ f
A s <r 0 3 « f
0 0 5 * 0 . ®
It is not necessary, howler, that there be one element 
which is distinct from all others in order that this method 
apply to certain problems. For example, D may be the cireu- 
lant, as it was in Theorem 3:2.
Another function which also satisfies the hypothesis of
__ *TT* ^Tl®brem 5:1 is the^unction IT 2 at,1x^  where â - are inte­
gers and the determinant A - |a^ | $ 0. For x̂ * may be chosen
integral, so that n - 1 of the above faotors vanish and hence 
for this choice of x j, all partial derivatives of all orders
less than n - 1 vanish* Hence the equationn  **»
IJ Z X y  xy = g(y)i
»- j *
where g(y) is a homogeneous polynomial with integral coeffi­
cients, of degree m, may be solved by means of Theorem 5:1. 
This equation may, however, be solved by an entirely different 
method. The method will be illustrated by solving a more 
general problem.
Let P(x) V  TJ |J 2  a4̂ *xy* , where arj. k are integers and
* * * @  the determinant A*, for each k, of the forms 2  is
not zero. Without loss of generality, the notation may be
so chosen that A**ifctO, where k is the cofaotor of a4J;4 in
Afe • Let A?*yfc be the determinant obtained from A**,* by
replacing the Jth column by 4,* , olM R the least
common multiple of A^tk for each k, and Rfca R/A^,*.
Theorem 5:3. The equation
(5:10) P(x) = g(y),
where g(y) is a homogeneous polynomial with integral coeffi­
cients, of degree m, has solutions and every solution which 
is not also a solution of
(5:11) g  T !* a‘Vi* x/* R* X**A* * 0,
is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
x>* = t V "  RkA % *  + etx" R*" Rn/kA.4*, /J - 1)





8 = Rg( if ) - ZjD]" A*T>,h »
(5:13) js if! T  * 1t * Ĵ T TJT Rfi p̂ t̂ ’k »
and the cx'r , , and 1'% are arbitrary integers, } , fx , are
relatively prime positive integers such that }n = ̂  m. 
Proof. Let
(5:14) a,V>*. x/» =• R* 4{jit
and set 
(5:15)
Now write (5:14) as 
(5:16)
x„* = Bt^R*#,.
/I»1,..,n - l\ 
\k = 1, ♦. ,p /
(k = l,..,p) ®
3 st^R^a...,*. /1= l,..,n
* U  ■!*••*? /
Solving (5:16) gives
(5:17) x,* = t> R>" R*a'ZU + et^R^R* *  A.,-,*
and hence c-
(5:18) p*v,kXjk.* tv,R*-'Rfc[t s *  A*] .
If yy xftlj, then'%y use of (5:14) and (5:18), (5:10)
becomes
t’1 ‘ R** '£[?' S a ^ A ^ *  t- s /SfcAj - t",'’V ' “g( i )
which Is Identically satisfied in the *'*, and I's i*©*
t are given by (5:13). Hence (5:12) le a solutionand 
of (5:10).
Suopose now that x a  a a . v 4 ̂ * /«*» yj - 7 Is a given solution of (5:10).
Choose ^  = 2j' a<.y,a /)'* . <*>» A ., 7  t h e n ^
18/ A'ii,k becomes ft. A,,,* - « . *_ _ _____________________ ay,*when oĉ ig replaced by 2j f a ♦
* = ^  L"!/ ft*] fa&k&k. . ___ < j k yi [ yr  ̂««i ®  ® (|Ofes«§) (®)S * Rg( 8 ) - 2, Lf*4*Rfc 2  a *l«
- V  y  ac('i*fi*'m If [ y 1 a c ip v , A 7* J 1 Ly a</,A/5*JR* (/uA*,*,* - fa AM</4)J
f* i-/-*-! t r ^  28 .j
8 s LlIJ ^  a ‘ * / l  R 8’*4 jk fi It-  Rfl^ B’totfk (fikAn-h,k~ jnh Ay,f ,fc )j J
= y  QT fi*U /?*** Rk .2 a*<i* A*4«r f*fel]
• i M *  a 0 >  f i ' * }  A fcR *  / " *  J
2 t»
Henoe
*/> . = t  R Rfc.[$*A„%fc - /m*  Awj ',* t / " * A » /,*  J
-flxtV,
^wh. * f h k . ^  ^  J
y/ * <5 * V \
which is equivalent to the given solution provided xy* * $* > 
yy- is not also a solution of (5:11)*
Let f(x,y) « f(x, ,...,x*;y, ,...,yO» g(x,y)  ̂
g(x,,. .. yXa.jy, ,...P,ya„) be polynomials with integral coeffi-® 
cient, homogeneous in both x and y. Suppose that f(x,y) is 
of degree m in x, q in y, and g(x,y) is of degree n in x and 
p in y, where m, n, p, q are positive integers and m - n > 0 
is relatively prime to p - q > 0. Since m - n and p - q 
are relatively prime, there exist non-negative integers u, v, 
u £ p - q, v * m - n, such that (m - n)u - (p - q)v + 1 and
(m - n)(p - q - u) * (p - q)(m - n - v) - 1.
19/Theorem 5:4, The equation
19/ For a special case of this theorem see, A* A. Aucoin and 
T7T V. Parker,"Diophantine Equations whose Members are homo­
geneous," Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, 45:: 
330 - 333, April, 1939.
(5:20) f(x,y) =■ g(x,y)
has solutions, and every solution for which the members do 
vanish, is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
,« r - f -V w 29
Xi- «C [g( x ,/* )J L*( <**/« )] *
(6 :21) ^   ̂ ,<r _
^  y /  -  /3j f g (  « * /3 )J [ f (  *  , / j )J ,
where are arbitrary Integers.
Proof. Let x f= «,• s*tr~'"\ y,-•/»j s^t""’*. Then (5:20) 
becomes f( < , * ) . .«♦ p* 4 , f l ) .
which is satisfied identically in the x*b and if s *-̂ ( * , ft ), 
t = f(* i /3 )• Hence (5:21) is a solution of (5:20)e
If xt* - , yj' = is a given solution of (5:20) then
f( /O * g( ̂  ,/tS. If <•= ̂  , /V*/y then x<* = A; [f ( A ,/<■ )]* *,
yy * A .[f( X ,/x )J , which is equivalent to the given solution 
provided f ( X $/*•) + 0*
The proof of Theorem 5:4 is the same if m - n < 0 and 
p - q < 0# The method does not apply, however, in the oases 
m - n > 0, p - q < 0 and m - n < 0, p - q > 0*
Suppose now that for the functions f and g considered 
above, f is of degree m in x, - p in y; g is of degree n in 
x, - q in y, m, n, p, q, are positive integers and m - n > 0
As before, non-negativeis relatively prime to p - q > 0.
integers u, v exist such that (m - n)u - (jBl q)v 1 and 
(m - n)(p - q - u) = (p - q)(m - n - v) - 1.
Theorem 5:5. The equation 
(5:2.2) f  (x,y) = g(x,y)
0has solutions and every solution for which the members 
of (5:22) do not vanish is equivalent to a solution given by
x < - . « < [ a < / 0 ) b ( ;  >Jr ' *  [ g ( *  ,fi ) ] R [ f (  « - . / »(Si S3)
y/ - ft U( f  )b (/j )J te(04 »  ̂ >r[r<
where A( ft ) » /3y , B( p )= and the and p'* are
30arbitrary integers.
Proof. If (5:22) Is multiplied by A(y)B(y) It 
becomes
(5:24) A(y)B(y)f(x,y) - |(y)B(y)g(x,y),
each member of which le a polynomial with Integral coefficients.
If 9 y j - /a,- then on substituting In (5:24)
it follows that
)f(o< »/S)
s fl )B( /3)g( * >/3),
which is satisfied identically in the *'s and /is if 
s = A( /3 )B( /S )g( * ,/3 ), t = A( /d )B( /fl )f( * , fi ). Hence (5:23) 
is a solution of (5:22).
If x t - Tic 9 y4- » /jy is a given solution of (5:22) then 
f(A,/<0 = g( *#/*)• If <• = A; , f c  -/y the solution becomes 
x,- ^ *;[a (/a )B(/x )f ( > ,/* )]r * , y/* A  U(/* )B(/* )g( A ,/*)!* H, 
which is equivalent to the given solution provided f( A + 0. 
It is necessary that /y 0.
It will be noted that if in Theorem 5:5, m - n > 0 and 
p - q < 0, then u, v may be chosen as positive integers such 
that (m - n)u =■ (q - p)v + l and (m - n) (q - p - u) =
(q - p)(m - n - v) - 1 and the solution in this case is
XJ- <[A(/i)B( /S )]*'* [g(«< ,/9 )]“ fr(*,/9 )]* ̂  *\
^ = f l iU if i )b (/s )r*& ( <  * I# >f &(« ./3 )f ” *.
If In Theorem 5:4 f is of degree -m In x, -q In y and
g Is of degree -n In x and -p In y the solution Is
P  )B(/3 )c(c: )D(<̂  ) ] r %  [f($ , j* *  f i  * ,
ya- = fijlA( p )B( f  )C( * )D( d ) f "  ( * ft ) f  fg( * fi ) f  * * ,
where C( o{ ) 5 J  ^  , D( •
The above methods may be extended to solve certain types31
of non-homogeneous equations, as Is Illustrated In the next 
theorem*
Theorem 5:6. The equation 
(5:25) f(x,y) = g(x,y),
where f(x,y) = p  a< |r x/*'» y/* , g(x,y) = ^  b ; "f[ x/‘> y/tj , a; , 
b,’ are integers, , /3,j , ic j, Sij being positive Integers, has 
solutions If there exists positive Integers uy ,vt- ,wt-, zt- ,M,N 
such that
(5:26)
®Z»( o(t'j Uj' +• ) » M,
£( tft*jUy + SfjWy ) = M +■ 1,
p  Vy +■ i iSZ,• ) s N, 
p  <-j Vj+• AjZ,1 ) = N + 1,
and every solution for which the members of (5:25) do not 
vanish, Is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
(5:27) x{ s s“‘ tn , y, = s“* tjg ,
where
(5:28) B * ,/6), t r g U  ),
and the<-» and pj% are arbitrary integers*
Proof. If xL , yy have the values given by (5:27) then 
by (5:26), (5:25) becomes s'* t**' f (•< , /3 ) s sM*‘ t N g( * , /% ), 
which Is satisfied identically in the and fy** if s and t 
are given by (5:28).
If (5:26) is satisfied, there exist non-negative Integers 
K, Uj», ŵ 1 such that
®  i K ^ u / f ^ w / )  s K| (lal,..,m),
(5:29) 1 * *
p  1kj U/ S„-Vp = K, (fa. 1,..,p). @
If®*$ = *;, y, -///is any integral solution of (5:25) and
32 fathere are no integers u j, wf satisfying (5:29), d > 1, and w  
A! i/y' such that At*- A; d“' , A ’*/"/ > then x» s A* , y/*/V >
is said to be a primitive solution of (5:25).
If x,-s A; , y/*/V is a primitive solution of (5:25$ then 
X{ * A: d , y/a/u,- d # , derived from the primitive solution,
where d ̂  0 is an integer and u.1, w/ are non-negative 
integers ^tisfylng (5:29), is also a solution. Two solutions 
are said to be equivalent if they may be derived from the same 
primitive solution.
With this definition we may show that for any solution 
of (5:25) for which the members do not vanish, an equivalent 
solution is given by (5:27). ®
If xt-* A; , y{) =/*,' is any given solution of (5:25) and 
the choice = A; , /$/*/</is made then
w/fW _ u jj f 2 /
(5:30) x,- s A; Cf (A ,/*)I , y,- = /$• (i ,/* )]
Since
£  K j  ( UJ + vi) +• /3ij ( ZJ +• w,' )1
= £  [ * . ; ( u y  +■ v,' ) +- S . j ( z y  +  )J
» M + N +• 1,
the solution is equivalent to the given solution if f( A,/u) + 0.
Theorem 5:6 may be extended, as was Theorem 5:4, to 
cover equations in which the members are no longer polynomials.
The method will be illustrated by a particular example.
Consider
ax8 \xs byV* _ cx*~
~V» U* * (g) w
which may be written as
ax3u7w -h byV'w «. cxyuxv7.
©
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The solution of this equation is x * 4 b* tv , y = yS s31* , 
u = A s" tw , v = ̂  s7t* , w » V st* where ssa ^ + b ẑ /*" ^
tso /  ̂ V 7 . It is necessary that u, v, and w be different 
from zero. ^
If x=x', y=y*, u s u 1, v ^ v 1, w*w* is a solution of 
the above equation and the choioe < - x 1, /3 = y 1, A - u 1, 
v1, V •=. w* is made then s - t and the solution becomes 
x»x't*, y-y*t4 , u *u*taa, v « v ftH | w»w'tv which, by a 
natural extension of the definition of equivalence, is 
equivalent to the given solution.
Two final theorems will now be proved. Both of these 
theorems are included in the above theory, but because of
their interest they will be solved in detail.
20/
Theorem 5:7. The equation
<§
20/ This theorem is to be published in the National Mathe­
matics Magazine at a future date.
(5531) ) ^  Ofc
z- r J < y*J 23/where all the letters represent integers and x,y , y* are
21/ Values of the coefficients which will make some de­
nominator vanish are excluded.
unknown, has integral solutions and every solution is 
equivalent to one of the solutions given by
(5:32) x t'j- = oC,C ( 8 ) B ( ), y*. s fit D ( £ ) < )B(*
where A,- ( « ) = f t . )- £  Aj,( • B( * ) = t  B,- ( < ), 
C(A ) * f At, »< P)= £  9*01 fi ) , ahd , fa (+0) are
arbitrary integers.
Proof. Equation (5:31) may be written in the form
(5:33) D(y) fj a, A, |xjB(x) , oC(y)B(x).
If x (j = <> t, yfc = fine,(5:33) becomes
Br-< D( H ) a.A,( < )B( * ) - a* t“("-”oC( /* )B( 4 ),
A-» b; ( c<)
which is satisfied identically in the *'* and /*'* if
s - D( ft ) J2 Aj l * )B( 4 ) , t = cC( ft )B( * ). Hence a solu-
i b3(*5tion of (5:31) is given by (5:32).
Let x^s'X/y, yy»/v be any solution of (5:31). If 
*ty = I;, , then s = t and the solution becomes xty- At-,t,
yt - ̂0.* 11 which is equivalent to the given solution provided 
t + 0. But if t= 0, then B( X ) = IT By ( X ) = 0 and hence
some By ( X ) = 0. But if some By ( A ) = o, then f]  Jou =. 0
since Ay( A ) 0. This is impossible from (5:31).
If a,s c=l, aa» a, = ... = 0 (5:31) reduces tc
22/
22/ Leonard E. Dickson, o£. clt., pp. 688 - 691.
T  ^  •
4 ^  x “  7k
Theorem 5:8. The equation
23/
23/ A. A. Aucoin, "Solution of a Diophantine Equation," 
Soietln Matematlco, 12: 4 5 - 4 6  » April, 1939.
(5:34) f(x)=g(y),
where f(x) = JJ a:,’ . g(y) - ■f* b, , all the letters
a' *• x «j f yy
represent integers, and xty , yy are unknown, has integral 
solutions and every solution for which the members do not
34
vanish is equivalent to one of the solutions given by
(5s35) X.,- = *,-A( * )B( ft)f( < ), * ft [A( )B( J]1” g(/»)[*(* jf'
where A,( d ) = § *>i ,A( * ) - f" A, (<<), B( = ft,-, and
*ftk ( +• 0) are arbitrary integers.
Proof. Equation (5:34) may be written in the 
equivalent form
(5:36) A(x)B(y)f(x) = A(x)B(y)g(y).
If xt;- = t, yy = fij stm’‘, then (5:36) becomes
Br t f  A( „ )B( fl ) f ( , } m flf., t  * )B( ^ g( ^ ),
which is satisfied ldentioallp in the «’» and ft'* if 
8sA(fl()B(/J)g(/3), t»A(o<)B(/s)f(«<). Hence a solution 
of (5:34) is given by (5:35).
If x ty=s X.y, yj-fij is a solution of (5:34) and the 
choice <*»y-X*y» /3/= /</ , is made, s = t and the solution becomes 
xfj - yysyuytf1 which is equivalent to the given solution
provided t * 0. But since Xty , ^  + 0, t * A( > )B( /«)f (1 ) «  0 
if and only if f(x ) a o.
35
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